This paper present the proposed autonomous mobile robot navigation scheme. The navigation of mobile robot in unknown environment with obstacle avoidance is based on using fuzzy logic and wavelet network. Several cases are designed and modeled in Simulink and MATLAB. Simulation results show good performance for the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
An autonomous mobile robots have been used in many applications due to the high level of performance and reliability such as moving material in unknown environment such as warehouses, offices and industries .The robot has the ability to plan motion and to navigate autonomously avoiding any type of obstacles in different environments. This is a reactive strategy which is completely based on sensory information [1] .The common used sensing devices for obstacle avoiding are infrared sensor ,ultrasonic sensor ,laser range finder .The cause of choosing IR sensors is that ,IR sensor are simple, and has the fast response time [2] . In order to achieve autonomous navigation, the mobile robot must be capable of sensing the environment, planning a route from an initial to a goal position with obstacle avoidance, and controlling the mobile robot turning angle and linear velocity to reach the target . An autonomous robot can avoid obstacles on the path and smoothly move to the target [3] .
The purpose of this paper is to design an autonomous mobile robot which can interact and plan its motion in unknown environment depending on capture information from nine IR detection sensors. Obstacle avoidance and goal reaching algorithm is proposed using Fuzzy logic .The Obstacle avoidance and goal reaching controllersare connected to a wavelet network based motion controller through mobile robot kinematic model to get complete autonomous mobile robot system .
NAVIGATION OF MOBILE ROBOT
The navigation of a mobile robot can be considered as a task of determining a collision free path that enables the mobile robot to travel through an obstacle course from an initial configuration to a goal configuration [4] .In unknown environment we need at least the following types of reactive navigation behaviors (i) Move behavior (ii) Obstacle avoidance behavior. (iii) Wall following behavior.
Move behavior is to make the robot move in free environment. To avoid collision with the obstacles, obstacle avoidance is used. Wall following is a typical example of a mission where reactive navigation is required. The motion control of mobile robots among obstacles is classified to three possible motion tasks as follows:
 Point-to-point motion (goal searching): The robot is assigned to reach a desired goal configuration starting from a given initial configuration, while avoiding collision with obstacles. This task is sometimes called Path planning .

Path following: The robot must reach and follow a geometric path in the Cartesian space starting from a given initial configuration (on or off the path).
Trajectory tracking: The robot must reach and follow a trajectory in the Cartesian space (i.e., a geometric path with an associated timing law) starting from a given initial configuration.
A reactive navigation system based fuzzy control, as shown in Figure( The components of FLC are an inference engine and a set of linguistic IF-THEN rules that encode the behavior of the mobile robot, However, the main difficulty in designing a fuzzy logic controller is the efficient formulation of the fuzzy IF-THEN rules [6] . Figure ( 2) Shows that Fuzzy controller is made up of 3 steps: 1) Fuzzification: converts controller inputs into information that the inference mechanism can be used to activate and apply rules. 2) Rule -Base: (a set of IfThen rules). 3) Defuzzification: This converts the conclusions of the interface mechanism into actual inputs for the process. 
THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF A MOBILE ROBOT
The control system of a mobile robot can be viewed as a hierarchical system of three controllers: the motion planner, the motion controller, and the actuator driver. This structure is illustrated in Figure(3 
WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK
The wavelet neural network is shown in Figure( 4) . It represents the model of multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) WNN with three layers. The node number of the input layer is M, the hidden layer is K and the output layer is N. The impulse function of hidden layer is wavelet basis function. The impulse function of output layer is sigmoid function. The formula for the computation is as follows [9] .
Figure(4): The structure diagram of WNN
The wavelet network operation consists of two phases. in the first phase , the network architecture is determined for certain application. In the second phase the parameter of the network are updated so that the approximation errors are minimized .
A wavelet neural network based on PSO
The wavelet neural networks with PSO is shown in Figure( represents the total training patterns.
WNN-PSO training algorithm process
1. Set the initial value of telescopic factor and the translation factor of the wavelet networks parameters .
2. Initiate the parameters of the Particle Swarms: Set the particle number m; fitness threshold ε ; set the maximum allowable number of iterative step MaxIter; set the accelerating factor , ; set the minimum min ω and maximum max of ω ; the particle location ; speed initial to the random number between 0 and 1. Swarm Optimization (5) , (6) and (7) , record the history optimal location vector of every particle and overall optimal location vector . Calculate the fitness value according to Equation (4), record the fitness value Fitness and Fitness corresponding to and .
4. Test if the fitness value reach to the setting value, and if the iterations number reach to the highest. If the Fitness ≤ setting value or the iterations number reach to the highest, the iterations over, or go to step (3) . 
Path planning
When the mobile robot is traveling toward its final target in unknown environment with different shapes of obstacles in different locations .Two types of planning tasks are proposed, one for goal reaching and the other is for obstacle avoidance Each task is performed by one fuzzy controller .The obstacle sense output signal is used to activate one of these tasks as shown in Figure(7) .
Fig(7): Obstacle avoidance and goal reach fuzzy

GOAL REACHING
When the mobile robot is traveling toward its final target in unknown environment with no obstacles detected by IR sensors .The Goal Reaching task is expected to align the robot's heading with the direction of the goal ,goal angle is the orientation difference between the robot axel and the goal. The robot heading angle θ can be determined by encoder. The fuzzy controller has one input . It is used to implement the navigation between two points, initial point and goal point.
This controller has only one input ( diff) the difference between the Azimuth (the mobile robot heading angle), and the goal angle ( g) as shown in Figure ( 
Mobile Robot environment and sensors arrangement
The mobile robot has two encoders fixed on axels of left and right wheel used to determine the current position of mobile robot. The mobile robot use nine infrared sensors (four in the left, four in the right and one in front) to detect the surrounding obstacles and find the distance from robot and obstacle and find the angle of obstacle and mobile robot .The IR sensors are mounted as: The active range of distance between obstacle and mobile robot can be determined for each IR sensor is assumed to be between 0~1m .The distance for nine sensors are denoted by A simulation method by use of Matlab and an experiment in unknown environments will be given .Assume the distance to front, left and right obstacles are:
Obstacle avoidance
When the mobile robot is traveling toward its final target in unknown environment , it faces different shapes of obstacles in different location . Obstacles are detected by nine IR sensors which send information of distance between obstacle and mobile robot to a fuzzy logic controller. Fuzzy logic control (FLC) is adopted to control the movements of the right and left wheels. The two outputs are the motor commands to both the left an right motors.In this way, the mobile robot can avoid obstacles autonomously. The control structure given in Figure(14 ) is based on a task for avoiding obstacles, the inputs of the control system are sensors data and the outputs are the motor commands. The fuzzy logic system has 3 inputs and 2 outputs. The three inputs are the distances between the robot and the obstacle from 9 infrared sensors and are expressed respectively as S_L, S_F and S_R. S_F is the data from the middle sensor, and S_L is the data from the four sensors on the left side, and S_R is just like S_L. 
Fuzzy Sets
Fuzzy Inference Process
The fuzzy control rules are given in Table( 2) and Table( 3). 
RESULTS
Matlab\simulink environment computes the location of the goal and obstacles, simulate the sensory data, finds the distance from the obstacles and feed this information to the fuzzy controller that make the movement decision (speed and orientation) and used for testing the ability of autonomous mobile robot for goal reaching with static obstacle avoidance in the way toward the goal . Two fuzzy logic controllers are used for path planning to navigate among static obstacles, one controller is used for goal reaching and another for obstacle avoidance depending on sensing information from unknown environment .The navigation from start point to end(target)point. The mobile robot stops when it arrives the goal point within 0.03 m accuracy of distance between the center of the mobile robot( , ) and the target point ( , ) . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper ,an efficient autonomous mobile robot navigation scheme using fuzzy logic and wavelet network is designed and implemented. The method is tested in unkown environment and gives good performance for navigation toward the goal without hitting any obstacle.
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